
✓ DO Place a natural or colorfast mat at outside entries to catch tracked-in dirt and moisture.
✓ DO Prevent indentations with felt floor protectors on chairs and furniture.
✓ DO Immediately wipe up spill or wet feet with a cloth or sponge.
✓ DO Trim the nails of pets, if not trimmed, it will cause the permanent damage.
✓ DO Wear shoes with soft soles. High heels can be disastrous for your vinyl floor.
✓ DO Allow the floor to acclimatize to room temperature for at least 48 hours before installation.

 DO NOT Use soap-based detergents or “mop and shine” products, which may leave a dull film.

 DO NOT Wax your floor.

 DO NOT Use abrasive cleaners or steel wool, which can leave scratches.

 DO NOT Install finishing trims too tight to the floor. You should be able to slide a sheet of paper 
between the two.

 DO NOT Install kitchen islands or cabinets over vinyl floors.

 DO NOT Use wheel and office chairs. Do not place Pool tables on your vinyl floor.

 DO NOT Drag & place heavy items like furniture and large appliances on your vinyl floor 
without using protective “Feet”. This will prevent unsightly marks, scratches, and damage.

 DO NOT put heavy weightlifting / exercise equipment’s on the vinyl floor.

 DO NOT Drench your vinyl floor. Water could penetrate the edges and corners of the 

room and destroy the adhesion of the under pad and vinyl. This can result in the corners of 

the floor becoming loose and curling.

 DO NOT install vinyl flooring more than 36 linear feet in length or 30 linear feet width in a 
single room / area. Installations in rooms / areas over 36 linear feet in length or 30 linear 

feet width must use T-moldings.

 DO NOT Use additional underpad, if the vinyl floor is already attached with the underpad.

 DO NOT Continue to the second row before making sure your first row is straight.

 DO NOT install vinyl flooring where there is direct sunlight.

 Note: -If any instruction from the list above is not followed, Warranty will be voided. 

  FLOORS @ WORK 




